Formas, Formas (Lyrics by Lisa Campbell and David Burba; Music by David Burba)

Chorus:
Shapes, shapes, shapes all around us
*Formas, formas alrededor*
So many different shapes to share
*Hay tantas diferentes formas, formas que ver!*

First, there’s a circle round as can be.
Then there is a square, four equal sides has he.
A triangle has three sides, no matter what the lengths.
A rectangle has two long sides, but short on each end.

**CIRCLE** - **CÍRCULO**
**SQUARE** - **CUADRADO**
**TRIANGLE** - **TRIÁNGULO**
**RECTANGLE** - **RECTÁNGULO**

(Repeat chorus)

An oval is like an egg with no points and no sides.
A star has five points, a symbol of pride.
A heart is a special shape that makes us think of love.
A diamond is like a square but tilted to point to above.

**OVAL** – **OVALADO**
**STAR** – **ESTRELLA**
**HEART** – **CORAZÓN**
**DIAMOND** – **DIAMANTE**

(Repeat chorus)